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NEWSLETTER
Mike Christie is champion 

The Dragons Force fleet finished its 2019 Series racing with their usual 
three-race day on 21 November last and after detailed complex scoring 
calculations  were  completed  the  winner  of  the  year  was  Mike 
Christie. 
Of the 11 days raced, Mike won six and was four points ahead of Steve 
Hill in second and Graham Whitehead was 9 points behind in third 
place. There were 16 skippers who took part in racing during the year 
and the 2020 Series start on May xx . 
Congratulations to all the winners and to all who sailed in the 2019 Se-
ries and good luck for 2020.

Our AGM was held on Tuesday 21 January 
The usual Agenda was covered and Nick Royse thanked the many who had helped all members enjoy the 2019 
sailing and racing. 
The election of Officers was held and Paul Brooks was elected as Captain (not Chairman any more!), Keith Par-
rott as Sailing Secretary (or SS), Jon Maslin as Secretary and Roger Carter as Bosun. These four form the Steering 
Group (SG).
All members thanked the outgoing Captain for his successful efforts to amend the MYG Constitution and this 
resulted in four more Duty Officers being equipped with keys to get access to the rib, Clubhouse etc - and they 
are Messrs Parrott, Pearce R, White and Whitehead. Congratulations to them and thanks to Nick Royse for 
making this huge improvement possible.
Various other items were discussed - like how the PI Insurance works, how the Dragon fleet does its scoring - 
and all these will appear in the AGM Minutes when published.
It was also noted that the total money collected for the Charity being supported this year (Shooting Stars Chil-
dren’s Hospice Care) was £420 and many thanks to the unstinting generosity of all members to reach this won-
derful total. A presentation of a cheque for this was made to the charity on the following Tuesday (28 January) at 
the lake - see pic below. 

What next? 
As a result of the AGM and the Steering Group discussions on Tuesday 18 January, there will be a number of 
changes - or more like adjustments - to how we race especially in the IOM and Big Boat classes.
What these changes are and how they will be introduced will be communicated by our sailing Secretary Keith 
Parrott very shortly.
The items covered at the SG Meeting were (in no particular order) Sailing Programme for 2020/21, presentation 
of Cups, Trophies etc, Insurance, Bank and hut repairs, RO duties changes, use of Dutyman, membership num-
bers, tea/coffee funds etc, new Keyholder review in 6 months, Skittles evening (now full), New members’ welcome 
details, MYG name - and a few others of even less significance!
If any member has any queries about the above or indeed wishes to raise any matter with the SG, please let any 
member of it know. 
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Some dates of outings/trips for your busy Social Diaries 

As mentioned by Peter Wallis at the AGM there are a number of options for trips, outings, gatherings etc during 
2020. Currently they are:
May 6 or 20 - Alice -  an old authentic Thames Barge from Portsmouth Spinnaker Tower to the Isle of 
Wight, lunch and sail back. This is an all day trip that is now part of there fabric of the MYG - and indeed for 
some other local clubs like the Dabblers and Springbok. It is a wonderful day and each year sees the experience 
slightly different from the year before, even through Alice herself remains unchanged - as does her skipper Alan 
Gick. Bookings to Peter Wallis please as the list will open to the other clubs once an indication of MYG interest 
has been established. Cost about £85 a head.
June 4 to 7 - America’s Cup racing at Southsea. Bookings are now open for this with a number of possibili-
ties like Grandstand tickets, Emirates Lounge or viewing from the Southsea waterfront etc. Cost varies accord-
ing to demand but tickets start at £19 each to see Ben Ainslie rule the waves?! Four members are going already 
and are going to sit in the Grandstand at £46 a head. Expressions of interest to Peter Wallis please.
July 1 - Brooklands Motor Museum, Weybridge and the Mercedes Benz World next door. Cost £20 ap-
prox. Again bookings to Peter Wallis please.
September 16 - Visit to Hambledon Vineyard for a tour of the vineyard, its facilities and of course a taste of 
the local vinous beverage. Lunch at the Bat & Ball Inn follows. Cost about £15 plus lunch. Expressions of inter-
est to Peter Wallis please.

Finally, there will be sailing at Petworth House in their magnificent lake in front of the magnificent house on 
SUNDAY 24 May and Sunday  6 June. All enquiries to Clive Cooper. The usual Petworth Fete in the Park is 
scheduled for Saturday 11 July.

Now this is what happens when too many people or too many fatties get on board!
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Sailing and RO Duties in next few weeks are: 
4 February  - Messrs White & Cooper
11 February - Messrs Whitehead & Davies
18 February- Messrs Schlaeppi & his pal ANO
25 February - Messrs Baldey & his pal ANO too!   
3 March - Messrs Brooks & Martin
10 March - Messrs Hetem & Railton
PLEASE NOTE: The use of Dutyman for recording RO duties seems to have caused a few prob-
lems of late - with people not turning up to do their duty - either because they were unaware or 
unwilling! 
It is important that, if you are unable to do your duty, you seek a swap with another 
member via Dutyman and it may well be that this process is proving the problem. 
Please watch this space as efforts will be made shortly to regularise the 2020 Duty 
schedule and make it easier for everyone. If you have any views or suggestions on this 
topic, please tell our shiny new Sailing Secretary Keith Parrott.  
Starting now, an email will go out to the expected (as per Dutyman) ROs on the Sunday 
before their duties to remind them! 

Members continue their progress towards full fitness as reported by our Welfare Officer (Peter Wallis).
Mark Greenwood was due for an operation in October but after much delay this is not now expected to be done 
until March 2020. We hope to see him back at the pond soon.
Chris Robb still has some more work to be done on his two severed (but re-attached) fingers after his yachting 
accident in Greece in the Summer - and he also now being treated for a heart irregularity which has taken over as 
No 1 priority! We all wish him well and although he cannot drive at present, we hope he can be persuaded to visit 
the lake on a Tuesday. So, if you see him hitching a lift locally, please stop and pick him up!
Tony Dunn continues to improve - however further treatment is still required.
Derek Lance has yet to take advantage of the MYG Transport service which will swing into action in due course  
to ensure he joins us safely each Tuesday.
All the rest have the usual aches and pains of advancing years!
Good wishes to all for a speedy and full recovery. 

The Frostbite Series 2019/20 
This began on Tuesday 5 November and although suffering from generally poor wind quantities, has seen three 
rounds completed so far for both Big Boats and IOMs 
The Dragons seem to have had better winds (?) at the other end of the bank and in spite of the cold they contin-
ue to have a good turnout of about 8-10 boats each week.
These were the exact words used in the last Newsletter and your Editor cannot improve on them for this one!
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Frensham Pond MYG - Honours Board at December 2019

Spring 
Big boats

Summer 
Big boats

Autumn 
Big boats

Frostbite 
Big boats

Spring 
IOMs

Summer 
IOMs

Autumn 
IOMs

Frostbite 
IOMs

Broom-
stick RG65 

Dragon

2010 Ian 
Garner

Ian Garner Roger 
Pearce

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Colin Gil-
bert

Ian Garner Keith Par-
rott

2011 Ian 
Garner

Peter Wal-
lis

Roger 
Pearce

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

2012 Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
White-
head

Nick Royse Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Tim Nice

2013 Roger 
Pearce

Ian Garner Ian 
Garner

Ian 
Garner

Tim Nice Peter 
Mitchell

Mike 
Christie

Nick Royse

2014 Ian 
Garner

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Roger 
Pearce

Richard 
Baldey

2015 Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Mike 
Christie

Nick 
Royse

Nick Royse Not held Peter 
Mitchell

2016 Roger 
Pearce

Rodney 
Evans

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Mike 
Christie

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Not held Rod Evans

2017 Nick 
Royse

Peter 
Mitchell

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Mike 
Christie

Nick 
Royse

Barry White Barry White John Stur-
geon

2018 Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Chris Pearce Roger 
Pearce

Roger 
Carter

John Haine Roger 
Pearce

2019 Geoff 
Watchorn

Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

Roger 
Pearce

Nick 
Royse

Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

The MYA held its AGM at Datchet at the end of November 2019. At that meeting there was 
plenty of debate about recruitment of new members for the MYA - with repeated mention of the 
advanced age of the large majority of current members. An MYA Marketing plan is being assem-
bled and a regular Newsletter will be produced to allow members to voice their views and try to 
ensure that everyone knows what is happening - and is planned to happen.   
The Strategy was signed off by the MYA Council on 25 January 2020 and its implementation is 
now underway. The group charged with its implementation includes your Newsletter Editor (in 
his role as MYA Newsletter editor!) together with four others experienced in the workings of the 
MYA. As with many strategies (or especially those with a capital S), progress may well be slow in 
the early stages - if for no other reason than meeting face to face is a challenge with participants 
in Burton upon Trent, Chesterfield, Biggleswade, Winchester and Salisbury! Can you still get 
Green Shield stamps on petrol!? 
The first meeting is in the first week of February in Oxford. Watch this space…..
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The MYG Charity collection(s) 
The charity selected after the MYG AGM in 2019 was Shooting Stars Chase (used to be called The Chase) Chil-
drens Hospice Care which provides hospice care for babies, children  and young people with life-limiting condi-
tions and their families. They are local - in Hampton and Guildford.
All who contributed from the MYG and indeed others who visited on race days, Open events etc were accosted 
by the orange bucket and their efforts amounted to the wonderful total of £420. Many thanks to all who con-
tributed.
This amount was presented to the charity on Tuesday 28 January at the lake and Ellie Constable (the Community 
Fundraiser for Shooting Stars) not only accepted the cheque but sailed a Dragon on a freezing but beautifully 
sunny day.

Your MYG has 43 members 
We are a group of 43 which includes both main club full members and those (in the majority) who pay their £51 a 
year to FPSC as a subscription. 
It is in the MYG new Constitution/Rules that in order to ensure we are all covered adequately by insurance, all 
MYG members must be a member of the MYA or some similar suitable body. If you have not paid your £14 to 
the MYA for 2020 (to Jon Maslin in coins of the Realm or similar) then it is likely that you will be accosted in 
the next week or so to resolve this anomaly!
It is hoped that all members will be understanding about this and pay up!
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Astronomy and Bees 
Regular readers of this rag will have noticed the regular contributions from Andy Andrews about things astro-
nomical and from John Davies on things apiarian. 
It is now Winter so not much is happening with our bee friends and Andy has departed - but the latter has kind-
ly agreed to produce a piece of the usual fascination for our next edition. John will doubtless do likewise if the 
bees have woken up by then.
So, watch this space next time!

Who can resist a rainbow - especially over our beautiful pond?

Matches v local Clubs 
It has been suggested before (and again more recently) that we should have a match or two versus a local club 
like Woking or the Dabblers or Springbok etc. This will be investigated by your dedicated SG and SS with a view  
to staging something either this year or next. It would be good if all classes were to be represented s somehow 
and of course every effort will be made to ensure that all races are sailed in the best possible spirit.
If anyone has a view on this please make contact. Thank you.


